Global Sensors to Exhibit Temperature & Humidity Recorders from LogTag® Recorders Ltd. at the International Production & Processing Expo (IPPE)

Global Sensors is pleased to announce they will be attending the International Production & Processing Expo (IPPE) as an exhibitor in booth B7441.

The products that will be on display from Global Sensors at the IPPE include two of the most reliable temperature and humidity recorders on the market today from LogTag® Recorders Ltd., a trusted source for loggers who measure and store humidity and temperature readings.

LogTag HASO-8 is a single-use logger that records high-resolution temperature and humidity readings simultaneously. It is an ideal low-cost solution for monitoring “one-time” usages where temperature and humidity data are critical. It affords a wide monitoring range of 0 to 100%RH and -40°C to +85°C (-40°F to +185°F) while storing up to 8,000 sets of readings, complete with date/time stamps for each reading. The readings are downloaded using their analyzer for charting, zooming, listing data statistics, and the ability to export the data to other applications such as Microsoft Excel.

Feel free to reach out to the Global Sensors team at (704) 827-4331 if you require information prior to the IPPE conference.

About Global Sensors
Global Sensors began in 2004 with a team made up of experienced professionals in the fields of transit temperature monitoring, sensor technology and food safety. We have the ability to ship our products worldwide from our headquarters in Belmont, North Carolina. Our technical staff can handle just about any challenge to source the right product for your application.